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eDueRiaLS
the times
are a-changin
This year's Homecoming theme is a particularly
relevent one...because anywhere you look around campus,
change can be seen.
The most obvious differences to returning alumni, of
course, is the campus itself. Within the span of one
decade, the University has seen the construction of a
library, a student services building, a stadium, an Ice
arena, three dormitories, four classroom buildings, and
whoknows how many sidewalks, driveways, and parking
lots.
The campus expansion has been spurred on to a large
extent by a rapidly growing student body. More than
14,000 students now inhabit the wind-swept flatlands that
housed only 6,000 scholars ten years ago.
But to find the most significant change, you must look
beneath the surface of the 14,000 plus hardy souls who are
cogs in the monstrous educational machine here.
They're a different breed from those who used to drive
around town in straw hats, squirrel tails flying from their
Stutz Bearcats. They're even a little different from the
gung-ho rah-rah Joe College who spent his weekends
swallowing goldfish and squirming into the last few square
inches of a telephone booth.
They have very little school spirit, as it was once known
on college campuses.
The weekend football gamealthough still a vital part of University life-is no longer
THE binding force for the student body.
Pep rallies have, in short, lost their pep. Today's snake
dances look more like worm walks, with the cheerleaders,
Freddy Falcon, and a few wide-eye freshmen charging
from dorm to dorm In futile attempts to recruit additional
rooters to give the team "the boost they need."
Students today show wery little outward spirit. It's true
that they're basically apathetic, unwilling to get involved
in events connected with campus life.
But beneath the apparent passive surface, there seems
to be an awareness of the world around them that is more
vibrant than in the past.
They're concerned.
War bothers them.
Poverty
bothers them. Social injustice and racial prejudice bother
them.
They aren't sure why they're bothered, but the fact that
they are indeed troubled is a good omen in itself.
Although most of the effort to change the inequities of
life is merely rhetoric. It is a beginning. It Is a starting
point from which future student bodies can jump in and
attempt to accomplish something more concrete.
Yes, the student has indeed changed over the years.
And despite the criticisms of those who merely see his long
hair and ragged garb, the change has been for the better.
He cares, and the real time to worry is when he doesn't.

news
Leirers
note on voting
We wish to remind students who are registered voters In Ohio that absentee
ballots must be applied for no later than 4:00, October 29.
Applications for absentee ballots must be made on a form provided by the
board of elections. This form may be obtained by a written request mailed to
the board of elections. Ballots will then be mailed to you. They are voted in
secret, sealed in an envelope and returned by mall.
The return envelope must be signed and sworn to also before a notary. The
actual ballot must be returned to the board of elections by 12:00, October 30.
Because of the time necessary for mailing, it is wise to make application for
a ballot as soon as possible.
A student who Is at home during the period for absentee voting (October 4October 29) can call at the office of the board of elections, apply for absentee
ballots, receive them, and vote, then and there.
Notaries on campus are Mrs. Whitaker, Mr. Gordley and Mr, Smith who are
located In Room 306 in the Student Services Building and Mr. McKay, In the
Employment Office in Shatzel Hall.
Out-of-state students may call 353-2061 for information about registration
and absentee ballots.
Mrs. Allen N. Kepke
Voters Service Chairman
League of Women Voters
Bowling Green, Ohio

confusion on birth control
Some confusion arose at Dr. Schurr's
birth control discussion in Ashley Hall
Monday night. Possibly I misinterpreted
his comments but 1 would nevertheless
like to record my dissatisfaction
regarding his statement that when a
woman's hormonal supply of estrogen progesteron is exhausted at the end of a
typical 21-day pill cycle, ovulation
necessarily preceeds her menstrual
period.
The fact is that true menstruation can
occur only after the lining of the uterus
has been specifically prepared by the
secretions from the corpus luteum; a
task accomplished only after ovulation.
Since the pill suppresses ovulation
true menstruation does not
occur.
Hormones in the pill have the effect of
thickening the lining of the uterus; when
one stops taking the pill, the uterine
lining lacks the hormonal stimulation
and "withdrawl bleeding" occurs. An
egg Is not normally present.
Granted if the pill were stopped midcycle ovulation may occur. But then
again many women fail to ovulate even
months after discontinuing the pill. The
risks of a missed pill mid-cycle are far
greater than at the beginning or end of a
pill-cycle. As long as the pill, in sufficient strength is taken consecutively for
the full pill-cycle, ovulation will not
normally occur. This makes intercourse
for a woman on the pill virtually safe all

month long.
Dr. Schurr appeared to de-emphasize
the effectiveness of the condom as a
reliable birth control method due to the
lack of appropriate "quality control" in
manufacturing and testing.
The fact is that not since 1936 has this
been a serious problem. In addition to
FDA's spot-checks and a $10,000
maximum penalty law for substandard
rubbers, testing procedures instituted by
the manufacturers themselves now
utilize electronic scanners which pick up
even minute imperfections.
The reliable drug-store type condom,
when used as directed, is rated Just under
the pill and the IUD in preventing
pregnancy. The condom is clearly
superior to the vinegar douche and
spermicidal Jellies mentioned by Dr.
Schurr. In fact the acid douche is one of
the least effective contraceptive
techniques with application of the
procedure being required within 90 sec.
after Intercourse for even marginal
safety.
The need for reliable birth control
information at BGSU is great and Dr.
Schurr's talk was an important beginning.
But perhaps it is time the
University shared some responsibility in
this matter also.

opinion

a question of justice
ByMuneerAsbahl
Guest Columnist
You published a letter in your Oct. 9th
issue by Michael Jolovitx, in which ha
described as foolish, Inaccurate and
absurd my attitude expressed In a
previous letter to you.
It Is not my Intention to exchange
insults with Mr. Jolovitx, nor to fight the
Palestinian war on the pages of your
paper, for, In spite of the overwhelming
Zionist propaganda, the facts are
available for those who are seriously
interested and desirous of learning the
truth.
I write this to emphasize two points in
my previous letter, which are important
to my argument as they show the defects
in his attitude, and which were, not
surprisingly, ignored by him completely.
He even misquoted me to avoid one of
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these points.
The first of these is the attitude of the
United Nations and of the peace-loving,
neutral countries of the Third World,
such as Yugoslavia and India, towards
the claims of President Nasser and the
Arab demands in general.
If the world has a conscience it must
be one of these two institutes. I have
already pointed out that both have
acknowledged the legitimacy of the Arab
position, and that President Nasser
enjoyed the endorsement and respect of
the prominent leaders of the Third War.
I may add here that the government of
the United States, in spite of the military
support to Israel, has also recognized the
validity of the Arab claims.
It is not insignificant that the
Secretary of State said, on Oct. Ilth's
"Issues and Answers", that there was
still hope for a peaceful settlement In the

'Spin, I'd Like To Have A Talk With You About
Your (Hem) Patriotism'

Middle East since President Sadat of the
had promised to adhere to the
policies of President Nasser. All this is
enough to establish Nasser's place as a
great Arab leader and as a man of peace.
UAR

The other point is the question of
Justice. I have mentioned in my previous
letter that all the hatred and violence in
the area stems from the Injustices suffered by the Arabs, for which the
massacre of Deir Yaaeen is the very
appropriate symbol.
To put the question in its least controversial terms, about a million people
(Arab Palestinians) were driven out of
their homes and deprived of their personal properties in a most ruthless
manner and without justification
whatsoever.
Jewish Arabs were excluded, and only
Moslems and Christians were victims.

\
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the victory march
By Ray Bonassl
Guest Columnist

Having Just read Ron Doughty's flagwaving column directed to Dwight
Decker concerning the March for Victory, I have concluded that Mr. Doughty
is either a good comic writer or a very
confused boy. However, since some of
Doughty's writing borders on the tragic,
I assume he was serious in what he said.
For those of you who may have
missed i t ,T>oug h ty predicted a few weeks
ago that there would be a fantastic turnout at the March for Victory rally in
Washington. The fact of the matter is,
they only raised about 20,000 people...or
In simpler terms..-.the population of
Fremont Ohio.
Well, Doughty, your prediction (or is
it dream?) didn't come true. Was It
because people are fed up with eight
Dave Sleet years of fighting, or upset because their
318 Palmer No. S sons are coming home without arms or
legs, or possibly (and more importantly)
they are fed up with people who rant and
rave because America isn't going to
police the world (and partially destroy

This is sufficient to prove that Israel is a
state based on discrimination, racial and
religious.
If it were not so, why cannot the
Israelis accept the proposed establishment of a secular, democratic state in
Palestine for all the people concerned? If
Israel Is such a Utopia for the Arabs
there, what is the explanation of the
presence of over 3000 Arabs (according
to conservative estimates) In Israeli Jails
and the continuous blowing up of Arab
houses in the occupied territories.
Moreover, Israel has always been the
aggressor In the area. All the talk about
how President Nasser's actions (his
rights to which were proven
unquestionable by French studies In
international laws) "aggravated" the
Israelis does not disprove the fact that It
was Israel that started the fighting, and
previously started the whole crisis by
preparing to invade Syria.
The alleged Egyptian violations of the
present cease-fire have not been
acknowledged by the UAR. American
sources, which claimed such violation,
claimed also Israeli violations of construction in the standstill area. As for
arms, Phantom Jets and other offensive
American weapons have been streaming
into Israel during the cease-fire. (Notice
that the supposed Egyptian missiles are
defensive.)
Israeli attacks on Lebanon in recent
years have received world-wide condemnation. The bombings of an Egyptian factory and a school for children are
other proofs of Israeli aggression and
malice.

ISTfttT

once more

In addition, it was reavealed, on the
NBC News of Oct. 8th, that the Israelis
war* preparing to invade Jordan during
the recent Jordanian crisis (what In the
world could be their Justification') The
only thing that prevented them from
carrying their plans out was the peace
agreement sponsored by (naturally)
President Nasser, the great man of
peace.

It totally stayed me, dear reader, (as
well as provided a few laughs) to read
Doughty's contention that we "peaceniks" paid Ky off so he wouldn't come to
Washington. "That" brings up an interesting point. "If" Mr. Ky is so
honorable, would he accept the pay-off?
By the way, for those of you who do
not read Jack Anderson you missed a
telling article that said that Ky was a
Roman Catholic..a religion that the
devout man of God (Mclntyre) has
denounced many times. And "that"
(according to Anderson) is the reason Ky
didn't come. The State Department was
afraid of the possible slip Mclntyre would
make while at the podium and suddenly
include Catholics with "Commies."
Now tor the addendum (an old writers
trick). It would please me, Ron ol* buddy
If you would rear1 some of the testimony

in the Joe McCarthy hearings (ye olde
State Department purge) and how he
took on those "God-hating Communists"
(your words, if I may quote them).
You'll find that he made a pretty good ass
of himself by accusation without proof,
hypothesis presented as fact, and
sweeping unsupported statements.
So, before you send out the storm
troopers and begin building the tiger
cages for all us "God-hating peace-niks",
It's advisable you do the following:
1 Have the Bill of Rights repealed.
2. Find more than a bunch of old men
in Spanish-American War uniforms to
march with you.
3.
Learn more about your inspirational leaders (Mclntyre, McCarthy, etc.)
4. Learn how to present a better
argument.
I

Jet's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Also, we invite you to
comment on all published
editorials, letters and columns.
In order to bring you a crosssection of views and opinions,
however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words,
typewritten. Columns should be
a maximum of four typed pages,
triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions which
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number and may be
mailed to
The Editor
BGNews
108 University Hall
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Federal takeover anyone?
ByKeaHartnett
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -1 marched into
the Pentagon yesterday carrying a
shabby yellow shoe box just to see how
tor I could get before the government's
security against bombers stopped me
dead in my tracks.
I walked for a mile, all the way to
Secretary of Denfense Melvin R. Laird's
office, and nobody stopped me.
Nobody stopped me either five
minutes later when I walked by the offices of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Two Marine sergeants gave me a cold
eye as they chatted in the corridor, but
they didn't have a word to say about my
box. The cold eye could have been
directed at my beard.
It was the same almost everywhere I
went-the Capitol, the Senate Office
Building, the Justice Department, Internal Revenue Service, the Post Office
Department, the Interiror Department
and even the General Services Administration.
The GSA was the department that
ordered the tightened security in the first

place. In a directive Monday it said
entrance to government buildings should
be denied "to anyone carrying suspicious
packages unless they voluntarily submit
the package for examination."
All I had in the box was an old pair of
black shoes.
But for all the government guards
knew, the box could have held a bomb.
Except at the Supreme Court-where
the guards were on their toes-nobody
bothered to ask me about my box.
Everywhere, the guards were
courteous and cooperative when I
stopped to ask them for directions. But
they apparently were not aware of the
directive to check suspicious packages.
The Pentagon-a place the nation's

Weatherpeople dream of destroytngdidn't even have a guard at a basement
entrance.
At the Senate Office Building, there
was a guard inside the door. He was on
the telephone, though, and didn't even
look up when I walked by.
Outside the Capitol, there was a
cluster of guards. They all stared at me
as I walked within 10 feet of them. I
thought surely one was going to stop me.
They didn't.
I took my, box and walked into the
Capitol and joined a group of cameratoting tourists. After gawking up at the
rotunda, I ducked down a corridor and
into the basement. There was a guard
there. He didn't say a word either.

At the Justice Department-a building
radicals tried to storm last November-I
walked in through an entrance marked
FBI Tours and again mingled with the
tourists before slipping down a corridor
and into a men's room.
There. I struck up a conversation on
theWorW Series.
"I'm glad Cincinnati won at least one
game," remarked one man who looked
like an FBI agent might look, "even
though I'm from Baltimore."
He glanced at the box but didn't ask
what was inside.
At the Supreme Court things were
different.

"What do you have in that box?"
guard A. R. Burgoon asked as he
unobtrusively but firmly blocked the
main entrance to the building.
"Would you mind opening the box?"
"No sir."
Burgoon examined the shoes, then
took the box. He returned it only when I
was leaving the building.
At the GSA, a guard stood in a
guardhouse a few yards inside a courtyard-one of the few entrances to the
building left opened during the security
drive. The guard said nothing as I walked
by.
Two workmen clad in blue overalls
stood by a rear entrance marked for
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deliveries. They were asked why the
regular entrances were closed.
"Security," said one.
"They're afraid somebody is going to
blow up the place," said the other.
I walked through a back door and around
to the building's main lobby and took an
elevator to the sixth floor. There I asked
a public information officer if he believed
it possible to protect government
buildings against terorists.
"I think it's pretty rough," he said.
"But you can keep out people who are
carrying bags and shoe boxes."
The spokesman paused and glanced at
the show box.
"I'm really amazed they let you in.
Didn't they as you about it at all?"
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Egypt asks UN
to debate Mideast

HOMECOMING QUEEN Kim Borneman,
center, a senior from Elkhart, Ind., will reign
over University Homecoming activities this
weekend.
Her court includes, from left,

Debbie Perpar, freshman attendent; Leigh
Perry, senior attendent; Karen Rodabaugh,
junior attendent, and Janice Mears,
sophomore attendent.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Egypt
stole the spotlight from the silver anniversary of the United Nations
yesterday with a request for an urgent
debate of the Middle East as soon as the
commemorative session is over.
The question is already on the Feneral
Assembly's agenda, but diplomats had
hoped to avoid a public airing of the
dispute between Israel and her Arab
neighbors.
The commemorative session, attended by chiefs of state and government
from all over the world, began Wednesday and ends Oct. 24.
The Middle East debate, requested
Wednesday by Egyptian Ambassador
Mohammed H. El-Zayyat, is expected to
get under way Oct. 26.
A U.N, spokesman also announced
that the Big Four foreign ministers have
accepted an invitation to dine with
Secretary-General U Thant on Oct. 22 or
23 in Thant's office. The American,
British, Soviet and French diplomats are
expected to discuss the Middle East and
other world problems.
U.S. Secretary of State William P.
Rogers was to have arrived yesterday for
the commemorative session. He invited
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko to dinner on Friday, and
Gromyko will entertain Rogers at the
Soviet mission Monday night.
Rogers was to see a number of other
foreign ministers during his stay in new
York, including Mahmoud Riad of Egypt.
Thant set the theme of the commemorative session Wednesday with a
message calling on member states to try
to provide a brighter future for the one

Pay-for-what-you-eat plan pending

BG probes new food program
By Jeff Leviton
Staff Reporter
A food" consumption plan enabling
students to pay only for desired meals is
currently being examined by the
University.
The student coordinators of the plan,
Bruce Ma bee, junior (BA) and Claude
Neslund, senior (BA) have, however,
expressed dissatisfaction at the
University's failure to take a firm
position on the issue.
Mabee and Neslund stated they were
tired of getting the "run around" from
University administrators.
"This plan was first presented four
years ago," stated Mabee, adding that
since that time there has been relatively
little action taken.

Among a wide variety of plans
discussed last spring include one which
would have students pay for each individual meal, and one in which students
would sign up for the particular meals
they want to eat, such as only lunch and
dinner, and then pay a correspondingly
lower board fee.

Student Council to meet
in Chapman Hall lounge
Student Council will meet Monday
Oct. 19 for a regularly scheduled
meeting.

Angel Flight begins rush Sunday
Angel Flight, the national coed
auxiliary of Air Force ROTC, will begin
rush with an information night Sunday at
S p.m. in room 220 of the Math-Science
Lecture Hall.
Rush is open to all sophomore and
junior women with cumulative averages
of at least 2.4. Freshmen rush will be held
later in the year.
Interested women may sign up for

Another proposed system provided for
each student to receive a card and have it
punched when they eat a meal. Students
would be billed for their meals at the end
of the quarter.
With a food consumption plan "you
wouldn't be paying for three meals a day,
and then eating perhaps less than two of

first parties during information night,
although there is no obligation.
Bowling Green's Angel Flight,
sponsored by the Arnold Air Force
Society, is one of more than 140 flights on
college campuses across the country.
Angels assist the Air Force detachment staff and cadets in clerical work,
participate In philanthropy projects and
learn drill and marching procedures, as
well as serving as University hostesses.

Meeting in the Dining Room Lounge,
Chapman Hall at 7 p.m.. council will
discuss the Community Council proposal,
the results of the President's Advisory
Council (PAC) meeting and ideas for
informing the student body on this issue.
A brief discussion of the State's
committee to investigate campus
disturbances is scheduled.
Also on the agenda is a discussion of
the University parking situation,
Academic Council's "The Mission of the
University" and an introduction of the
"Student Aid Fund" proposal.
Each item on the agenda has been
allowed a certain amount of time in an
attempt to speed the meeting along.
Student Council meetings are open to
the entire Univeersity community.

them," stated Mabee.
An added aspect of the proposals, as
the situation now stands, concerns a
change in the rooming set-up. This idea
deals with allowing students to choose
the number of roommates he wants,
noted Neslund.
Both Mabee and Neslund expressed
the need for Student Council to aid them
in their efforts.

billion people in countries that have
gained independence in the past quarter
century.
"Squalid poverty lives side by side
with overabundance on our eath," he
said. "We have reached the moon but we
have not reached each other."
Thant called for a fresh start toward
realizing the goals of the U.N. charter.
"The United Nations, this hesitant,
almost reluctant instrument of nations of
world peace and unity can only succeed if
its constituent members support it, love
it, give it their best and want it to succeed," he said. "It will fall if governments scoff at it and continue to tread

their isolated, divisive paths."
The shortcomings of the world forum
over the past quarter century made up
the theme of the speeches on the first day
of the commemorative session. Some
blamed the big powers.
Prime Minister Errol W. Barrow of
the Barbados declared that "the major
powers have been progessively abandoning the United Nations as the main
instrument of regulating and harmonizing International affairs."
Peru's premier, Gen. Ernesto Montagne, declared that big power rivalries
"are sapping the strength of the United
Nations."

Next few days
tense at Kent
KENT ,(AP) - Kent State University
President Robert I. White says that "a
small group dedicated to the destruction
of the University is at work" on the
campus and warns that "the next few
days could be volatile."
Dr. White issued his statement
Wednesday after a student demonstration was cancelled by student
sponsors.
Those who showed up for the demonstration were told that "professional
provocateurs" reportedly were on
campus to create violence.
He called for the university community to go about its work and refuse to
be dragged into any violence.
Dr. White's remarks were transmitted over the university's new antirumor telephone system.
White said he had been advised during
the summer that some persons were bent
on the destruction of the university,
adding: "We were told that these persons would surface after the year had
started, probably using the assistance of
outsiders or non-students."
Bushy-bearded Jerry Persky, vice
president of the Youth International
Party (Ylppielat Kent, said he had heard
reports that one troublemaker
had
come from New York and that attempts
would be made to "institute violence"
during the demonstration.
He said provocateurs wanted to "shut

down the university."
Persky, Yippie President Richard T.
Hess and Ken Hammond of the Kent!
Liberation Front, addressed students
who showed up for the noon rally on the
university commons and announced that
the rally had been called off.
They said another reason they cancelled the demonstration was because it
was reported that a counterdemonstration was planned which might
have sparked violence.
Hess showed onlookers a leaflet he
said was printed and distributed by
unknown persons "bent on discrediting
the Yippie and KLF."
The spurious leaflet listed five
demands, including a $10 tuition increase
to finance "organizations fighting to
destroy the immoral, facit establishment."
The leaflet urged demonstrators to '
shut the university down if demands
were not met.
Yippie and KLF demands to be
presented to the school administration '
included abolition of ROTC on campus,
an end to military research and opposing
any indictments which may come from a
special state grand jury investigating
four days of violence on the campus in
May.
The grand jury is to release its finding
today in Ravenna, concluding an Investigation that it has conducted for a
month.

■In Monday's 5th-

After the bust...
What happens after you're ousted on a marijuana charge?
No arrests at the University yet this year, but they're just
around the corner. As sure as Bowling Green is flat.
The stuff floats around too freely and somebody's always willing
to take the risk of running afoul of the law.
But what do you hear of the pot smoker after the cloud drifts
away?
The papers seem to drop the story after the trial.
How about following the violator to prison? What's his existence
there like?
How does he get out?
What are his feelings?
How does the local legal system, which prosecutes such cases,
feel about the marijuana question?
And how will the new law which makes "mere possession" of
grass a misdemeanor change the total picture?
You'll find out. In Monday's "5th Edition."
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Reflections
by a falcon
By Katky Prase
Issue Editor
When tempers flare, he's a
clown.
When enthusiasm's low,
he's a diehard cheerleader.
Whether the team wins or
loses, he's Bowling Green's
most loyal fan.
Freddy Falcon, that crazy
big bird who dances and clowns
Ms way through practically
every BGSU athletic contest,
is more than Just a mascot to
many people.
"He's the bridge between
the cheerleaders and the
fans," explained Rick Harris,
last year's Freddy.
Because many fans don't
like to go along with organized
cheers, it's often up to Freddy
to build up that noisy kind of
enthusiasm coaches and team
members appreciate, he said.
"Many students are far
from athletic fans, yet most of
them feel a great deal of
friendship towards Freddy,"
he added.
Harris sees Freddy as the
"Image of the student body."
He is free to do many of the
things the students would like
to do, but can't, he said.
Though Freddy provides
comic relief at athletic events,
there's more to the mascot
than flapping wings, he said.
"Freddy must keep his
ears to the ground and his
hands to the heartbeat of the
people," Harris explained.

He must be aware of what's
going on In all parts of the
University, from student
government to greek activities, he said.
At times, Freddy even
publicly
comments
on
situations affecting the
University. Among the many
signs he carried around
campus last year were: "PhD's-Not For Student Use" and
"BGSU-Home of Bowling
Green, Ohio."
"Many people
think
Freddy is purely comedy,"
Harris said. "He's not. He
can Be comic, athletic, or
serious, whatever is needed."
Playing Freddy Falcon for
a full year takes up almost as
much time as participating in
varsity sports, he said.
Although Harris was
relatively free to do whatever
he wanted last year, planning
skits and painting signs was
made even more difficult
because it all had to be done
secretly.
Only a few people knew
who Freddy Falcon was last
year. Even Harris' parents
had no idea that he was the
man under that bulky
costume.
Several of his fraternity
brothers suspected that he
was the mascot-especlally
since Harris seemed to take
out-of-town trips every
weekend that Bowling Green
had an away game.
However, after a "serious"

conversation early in the
season In which Harris gave a
long and Involved story of how
he applied for the Job, but had
to withdraw his application
because of "physical" handicaps, some of the pressure
was removed.
He also made several bets
with his more persistent
brothers that he wasn't
Freddy. The beta eventually
reached almost $30, which
Harris gracefully paid off with
play money after he waa
unmasked at the last
basketball game last spring.
In addition, he had to learn
how to disguise his voice and
his dancing.
Freddy Is chosen each year
by the Spirits and Traditions
board.
Although Harris
wasn't forbidden to play the
role two years in a row he said
it would have been too difficult
to keep his identity a secret
again.
The selection process takes
between two and three weeks,
and includes filling out forms
provided by the Student Activities office, and a long
series of interviews with
board members.
After the number of candidates is narrowed down,
they are permitted to wear the
Falcon costume at a game for
one of the spring sports,
usually
baseball
or
lacrosse. Nominees are
then Interviewed several more
times before the final selec-

•wipnefo By J. O. Fl»dUi

RICK HARRIS
tion is made.
Freddy is obligated to
appear at all home football
and basketball games. In
addition, he tries to go to all
away games when transportation is provided.
He also is the official
greeter for the reunion of
Falcon recruiters, and makes
appearances at the March
Gras, dances and charity
events.
What happens to Freddy
Falcon after his year of service is over?
For Harris, a senior
majoring in publications
management, it has meant
more time for other activities.
This vear he's president of

Sigma Phi Epsilon, a social
fraternity, and Sigma Delta
Chi, a jounalism honorary
society.
He hasn't lost his interest
in athletics, however. Every
weekend he's up in the press
box giving a play by play
account of the game to sports
writers and coaches from
opposing teams.
He also helps recruit
football and basketball
players from the southwestern
part of Ohio.
"If Freddy goes Into a shell
after his year of duty, he's
misusing the experiences be
picked up while he was the
University's mascot," Harris
explained.

Nvwiphoto by Kirt Bobrudat

FREDDY HARRIS...OR RICK FALCON?
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Hack Swamp'

IS YOUR
Contrary to what was
reported In a previous I
story, copies of the |
Black Swamp Review
are available for sale at
both the SBX and Bee |
Gee Bookstores. Copies
will not however, be
available
at
the
University Bookstore.

GREEN SHEET
For The Whole Week/
READ IT-SAVE IT

Sljr XttiwrBttg &l)flp
FREDDY FALCON

would like to treat you to

ATTENTION

HOMECOMING '70 FREE
TWO COUPLES WILL WIN:
«•
Jt
0

<r

\

Pre-game lunch
\
Sportswear outfits
*%
Prime Rib Dinner
Champaign Party in their honor

FREE DATE - FREE DATE - FREE DATE
One girl and her date and
One guy and his date will win.
RULES: N° purchase necessary - just step in the U-Shop
and reg. Drawings will be held Friday at 4:30
at the U-Shop.

Faculty, Grads, and Undergrads

Interested in Volunteering for tutoring
and counseling services
Contact Upward Bound
Office For Interview
372-2381

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL

FALCONS VS KENT
SAT 1:15 PM

©If? Bmm?raity tyoip
532 E. booster
Phone 352-5165 Mon. Thru Sot. 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Ma>mch«t«

B^A—lcW

N.-.»ho.o b. Km »akr

Sl^.M Ch«,., W.l«

WAWR 93.5FM

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S H

352-5221 D
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Moore's threads
reflect Falcon spirit
thought it would show a
certain amount of team
spirit."
The suit made at Damschroder's in Toledo, has
orange slacks with a brown
Jacket. All the buttons on the
coat have the University seal
embossed on their face.
Dr. Moore said
a
University crest is the next
addition he plans for his outfit.
"I wore it for the first time
at the Utah State football
game " he said, "but if we
don't win one of the next couple
of games I might give it away
and try something new."
Dr. Moore admitted to
being somewhat superstitious.
"I've started to carry a
buckeyein my pocket hoping
this would bring us good
luck," he said.
"At Arizona I always
followed the Wildcats. My

B> Damon Berk
Staff Reporter

Football players and
cheerleaders aren't the only
ones who "suit-up" for the
Saturday game.
There's
one
more
cheerleader, perhaps a bit
more superstitious though less
bouncy than the rest, who does
his own thing In the
President's box.
University President Hollis
A. Moore, Jr., a die-hard
sports fan, climbs into a
specially designed orange and
brown suit every Saturday
around the same time about 60
husky students are pulling
orange and brown jerseys
over their heads.
"I thought of the idea
before we came to Bowling
Green this year," he said, "I

N.-.pho.o by Co.1 J. SkoloV j,.

PRESIDENT MOORE

Changes will surprise alumsno floats, no flags, no parade
The theme of homecoming
this year is "My, How We've
Changed" and changes in
homecoming are evident all
around campus.
Missing this year will be
the colorful floats usually built
by each fraternity, sorority
and dormitory unit.
The floats took a week to
build and a lot of money. Then
too often a good strong wind or
rain on Homecoming day was
their downfall.
The housing units and the
greek houses are decorating
their dorms and houses with
banners
using
the
Homecoming theme.
The limited funds allocated
to residence halls for events
like Homecoming probably
could not be given away to
charity but the greek houses
plan to collect money they
would have used for floats and
use it for a scholarship.
They hope to collect between MOO to 11,000 to set up
the scholarship to a student
who needs financial help but
cannot get a loan.

The theme of Homecoming
is intended as a reflection on
the first 60 years of the
University's existence.
In the years since its
founding in 1910, Bowling
Green has grown from a small
teacher's school to a
university of more than 14,000
students.
Thousands of alumni are
expected to return to the
campus this weekend and six
graduation classes will hold
reunions.
The activities began last
night with the coronation of
this years Homecoming Queen
after the football pep rally.
The Three Dog Night will
appear in concert tonight at 8
p.m. in Memorial Hall.
Tomorrow's
activities
begin with alumni registration
scheduled from 9-11 a.m. in
the Alumni Room, Union. An
a la carte luncheon will follow
in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
The Falcons then face the
Kent State Flashes at 1:30
p.m. at Perry Stadium for the
annual homecoming game.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
126 South Church Street
10:00 AM Worship
11:00 AM Ad.lt Forum
E»or| Siiday
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After the game, residence
halls have planned open
houses at which time
Homecoming decorations will
be on display for alumni and
guests.

a

The annual Homecoming
dinner-dance will be held at 8
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. The dance features
Detroit's Ray Douglas Orchestra.
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CONGRATULATIONS NEW
ALPHA PHI ACTIVES

SUSIE
SUSAN
BARB

JULIE
DEBBY

CATHI
SYLVIA
TAMMY

HOMECOMING MUMS
WILL BE ON SALE
IN FRONT OF THE UNION
From 10:30- 12:00 Sat
and
At the Stadium From
12:00-1:30 Sat.
Before The Game

ALUMS AND
FRIENDS
WHEN IT'S TIME
TO EAT
COME TO

first year there I went with the
team to Colorado and we not
only lost the game but the
plane was struck by lightning
on the way home. I never
went along again."
Dr. Moore said he thinks it
means something if the
president has school spirit.
"I'm not saying we should
go back to the 30's when
college was all fun and
games," he said.
"We're
involved with more important
issues now but you can still
have fun even if you're not a
student."
Although not the official
president's uniform, Dr.
Moore said he might pass it
down to his successor If the
team's luck doesn't take a
turn for the better.
"I hope it is thread-worn by
then."he said.

# 9
wants you

N.wipholo by Cotl J. Skolok Jr.

"SPIRIT" COAT

HAPPINESS IS OUR
NEW KI) SISTERHOOD

THANKS SISTERS!
YOUR 17 PLEDGES

All Veterans Welcome
B.G. Veterans Club
Weiner Roast
Saturday October 17, 1970
8:00 PM 5 Miles West
Of BG on Rt. 6
For Information Call
669-6482
352-7858
352-0124
WILL BE CANCELLED IF RAINING
Veterans Meeting Thurs. Night

THIS FRIDAY &
SATURDAY NIGHT
at the

I

DRAUGHT
HOUSE
"MAIN STREET"
8:30 - 1:00 AM

THE CLOCK
- FEATURING -

3415 Dorr St. Toledo

Our BroUed Steaki and
OHM

Full Coarse- Family
MM
1* VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAF-

FLES
Opea Tnei. tara Sat

7*. ■

Saaatyt T:M ■ 7:M

Br®mwmsm®?smfia!mB!wm
Juniors) College Town's

FRIDAY NIGHT
BRING THIS AD
ft

-ALL DAS SflWcWOe*n»

*" CAST W006TER
CLOSED MONDAY"

peasant pleasantries
Old World charm -that's the look of this
strictly feminine twosome. Deeply
shirred blouse in carefree rayonpolyester $13. Aztec print dirndle skirt in
bonded acrylic S10. Blue, orange or
purple; 5-13.
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Publications tell the story
By Chris Flowen
Staff Reporter

N.-iphoio by Corl J. Skoloh Jr.

ALUMNI NEWSLETTE.R

Gift Suggestions to
Make Hers the

Sweetest Day
Saturday, Octoberl7
CARDS
BOXED CANDY

One of the biggest porblems of a university it
making those on the outside
understand why those on the
inside are doing what they're
doing.
And the vehicle used here
with perhaps the most success
is alumni publications,
primarily the
■ Alumni
Newsletter and, In magazine
form, Bowling Green Today.
The Newsletter, edited by
Jan Crawford, is sent to all
alumni with current mailing
addresses six times yearly, as
well as to parents.
Jerry L.Fischer, director of
publications,
said
the
newsletter has a newsy, informal format, because
"We've found that most alums
are more Interested in their
former classmates than what
is happening on the campus."
The magazine, sent only to
contributing alumni, deals
with what Fischer calls the
"heavier issues."
Bowling Green Today,
published four times yearly,
often uses theme issues.
Fischer said past issues have

featured topics like the environmental problems and
student interests which reflect
deeper thought than the
newsletter.
Fischer, the winner of
numerous awards for design
publication, said he is not
satisfied with the present
alumni publications.
"There is a need for
revaluation, but it's hard to
have much of a dialogue with
the alumni about the
publications," he remarked.
"What we're trying to do Is
either revamp the two existing
publications or combine them
to form a new one," he added.
James E. Hot, director of
alumni and
University
relations, also expressed a
desire to improve the alumni
publications.
"We'd like
to get
something out more often," he
said, "but design-wise they're
beautiful."
Fischer said he considers
the special publication, explaining what happened
during last May's strike,
probably the most significant
for alumni.
"We told it very straight
and the strike leaders agreed

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster
"BY THE TRACKS"

F.I.P. OCTOBER
SPECIALS STOREWIDE

JEWELRY
SWEATSHIRTS

INCLUDING:

STATIONARY

• Contac Cold Tabs
Now 88«

GIFT BOOKS
COLOGNES

^

hear about the big game and with alumni publications as
the new buildings Instead of they are. However, Fischer
what really concerns the thinks that most people involved here at Bowling Green
students," he explained.
He added that most alumni feel the University deserves
would say they are satisfied more than this.

• Hair Spray
Now 94<

5oz. Phi-So-Hex
Now 98tf

ii6oz. Phi-So-Hex

Fischer said that many
graduates have said they don't
want articles about national
issues that concern the
campus in their magazine.
"Too many people want to

N...photo by J. D. Fl.dl.r

JERRY FISCHER

Office serves, informs alums
By Sally Harvey
There's a lot more to the
Alumni Association than
meets the eye.
That pretty brick building
at the corner of South College
Drive and East Wooster Street
is a center of information and
services
for
the
approximately 30,000 alumni of
Bowling
Green
State
University.
The Alumni Association
keeps the graduates informed
of what's happening on the
campus-changes in the
University, special programs

and events, and the like.
In turn, the alumni can
show their loyalty in the forms
of advice and monetary gifts.
Services provided by the
Alumni Association are many,
but one of the most
predominant-and most
useful-is the record file kept
on every graduate of the
University.
James Hof, director of
Alumni Services, summed up
the importance of these
records, saying, "Without
records, the Alumni Services
is dead."
These records are used by

U.A.O.
PRESENTS"GUNS OF NAVARONE"
Fri. 6&10:00 p.m. Sat. 8:00 p.m.

Now $1.88

Gregory Peck

ioo Bufferin

"plus"
Now Si.09

Student Services Building

"TEN LITTLE INDIANS"
Hugh O'Brian
MAIN AUD. Sat. 6 8. 10:00 p,m.

Fri. 8:00 p.m.
Shirley Eaton

family, friends and business
associates to contact alumni
who have moved or changed
their names. The association
has had cases where
inheritances have been traced
through these records.
Keeping track of all these
graduates is no small task. To
take an example, from
January 1 to October 1 of last
year over 10,000 address
changes were made.
These records are also put
to great use by the fraternities
and sororities. Twice a year
the association turns out a
complete list of past fraternity
and sorority members, which
enables the Greek houses to
make mailings for such events
as Homecoming, and to keep
in touch with their members.
The Alumni Association's
records use an occupational
coding system which is instrumental in the work of the
continuing Education Committee. By checking records
they can isolate key groups
they wish to appeal to for
special information or activities.
The Alumni office also
sends out an alumni
newsletter six times a year.
Flyers (such as the ones sent
out for Homecoming) are
distributed periodically to

THE

Wooster Wine Shop

WELCOME BACK
ALUM
THE DEN SEZ 'GET BENT KENT"
Welcome back to campus. While here be sure to stop in at
the "new" DEN, either before or after the game. We're
still at the same location, but we've got a new look.

US E WMStcr lU.r

- ■- Greea, Ohio JaT
Bowuai

in the rear of The Wooster Shop
Open J1.AM to 12 PM Mon - Sat

WE'VE CHANGED!!
Now We Are
Specializing In
Cold Beer,

Stop In And
Pick Up Your
Party Needs.

IMPORTED ft
DOMESTIC WINES
Mixes.

PARTY SNACKS
POP ICE

BE SURE TO VISIT OUR NEW
MARKDOWN ROOM
Mastercharge
BankAmericard

Pc Ben

CAMPUS OUTFITTERS FOR MEN

Charge Accounts
Available

"We want the alumni to
relate to the University as it is
now, not as it once was," he
said.
"It's hard to do, but we're
trying," Fischer concluded

The Michigan
State
graduate said that because
everything depends upon the
perspective from which a
situation is viewed, it is nearly
impossible to determine how
alumni will react to various
campus situations.

120 Adorn Ultimate

GLOOM CHASERS

The
University
Book Store

with it," he said.
Fischer said he received
some "amazing" letters, but
after alumni received the
publication, the good letters
completely outnumbered the
bad ones.
He added that the problems
of last spring have made
everyone more aware of the
problems involved In communications between students
and alumni.
Fischer explained that tin
editorial policy is controlled
by the Alumni Board, which
he felt was good because
"they're probably a better
barometer of the alumni attitude than I am, mainly
because I'm too close to the
situation here."

announce specific events.
' Annual giving appeals
constitute a large portion of
outgoing mail. Starting in
January, letters are sent out
to all alumni.
In return for their gifts, the
association sends back a
receipt, the magazine Bowling
Green Today, an alumni
sticker (which cannot be
obtained from any other
source), and a billfold-sized
certificate with the donors'
record of how many consecutive years he has contributed.
With the certificate, active
supporters of the association
can get a discount on the
University golf course, ice
arena, and can use and check
out books from the University
library.
Donors who give $100 or
more become members of the
"Century Club" and receive
an engraved plaque the first
year, and certificates In
succeeding years.
The Alumni office then
tries to follow up with a gift to
these contributors each year.
This year each member of the
Century Club will receive an
album recorded by the 1970
Bowling Green University
Jazz Lab Band.
This provided an order big
enough so that the band could
record the album, as well as
help the association.
When a student graduates
from BG he will now receive a
miniature, plastic coated
diploma, to carry In his wallet
as the first offering from the
Alumni Association.

Charm
Sale
100's of
Sterling aid
Gold Filled
Charms at

Vi PRICE
Perfect for
Homecoming
Birthdays
Weddings anti
Christmas

125 North Main Street
Phone 353-6691

also
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ALUMNI HOUSE

FRED HANSEN and secretary Mrs. Betty Kempt
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Alumni gifts aid special programs
By Harold Brown
Issue Editor
An integral function of the
Alumni Association is finding
money to support the special
programs of the University.
Fred Hansen, assistant
director of alumni services
said -the first alumni appeal
was made in 1958. Since then
appeals for support have been
sent to alumni four times
yearly.

Total alumni gifts in 1969
amounted to $94,212 while in
1968 the total was $80,948.
This year's latest appeal
for support broke down into
three categories, each a
different pitch to different
generations of alumni.
Graduates from the years
1960-1969 received a flyer
emphasizing the need for
funds to promote the envireonmental education area.
Graduates from 1946-59

were asked to contribute
because they were the parents
of today's students and
because they had "made it"
through college. They were
termed the "Key Alumni of
the University and the "backbone'' of the fund-raising
program.
Graduates
of
the
University before 1945 were
asked
to support
an
Educational Memorabilia
Center which will be housed in

an old one-room schoolhouse
to be located somewhere on
the campus.
This group was asked to
contribute such things as rare
books, works uf art or even
an ok' desk for use in the
center, Hansen said.
Hansen said two one-room
schoolhouses have been
donated to the association, but
as of yet the funds have not
been found to move the
structures.

This year's final appeal for
support will be mailed to
alumni within the next two
weeks, Hansen said. Details
of the coming drive were not
revealed.
He was especially pleased
with the results of the Senior
Challenge program which was
planned and organized by the
Class of 1970.
To date, 510 members of
the class of 1970 have pledged
more than $26,500.
The

Hof—'the spirit of Bowling Green '
By Terr! Sprosty

A man with orange and
brown blood just doesn't fit
into the outside world.
That's James E. Hof's
problem.
Once outside of
Bowling Green, he'd simply
dry up. The spirit of Bowling
Green State University is in
his blood, and he couldn't

survive if he had to leave.
That's how he sees it. Hof
has been part of almost every
facet of Bowling Green life
since he entered the freshman
class of 1946, and has experienced the enthusiasm,
dissapointment, change and
challenge of a University with
ever expanding horizons.
Hof has compensated

higher paying jobs for great
concern and sincere loyalty of
Bowling Green.
At present, Hof is acting
Director of
University
Relations, Alumni Director
and Executive Director of
Bowling
Green
State
University Foundation.
While these posts demand
responsibility and supervision. Hof finds time for
announcing football games,
and playing basketball,
baseball and golf.
"All my weekends are both
fun and work, and if I didn't
have a tremendous wife, I'd be
in trouble."
Hof confesses that it's
difficult to maintain an equal
balance between the students
and the alumni. "It's hard for
the alumni to understand
what's happening on the
college campuses today." Two
examples he gave were
violence and the New
University.
Ironically enough, he said
that with all the new changes
that have been tossed at the

students and the alumni, there
was no reaction to the recently
passed law that permitted
beer on the campus.
Though
times
have
changed, alumni haven't. Hof
said that as a a result of last
May's uprisings, he had
received many letters and
phone calls from concerned
alumni in regard to the
situation on the Bowling
Green campus.
Hof said "The alumni were
very proud of Bowling Green
during that time, because
Bowling Green solved the
problems that other campuses
couldn't."
Working so close with the
alumni Hof mainly concerns
himself with student-alumni
opinion and support. Hof
explains that "it's not Just the
students' campus, but it also
belongs to the alumni."
Hof is also a traveling man.
He speaks to alumni and
travels to different high
schools all over the country.
His favorite topic is the steady
growth of the Bowling Green

campus in relation to its
students.
"It's not only my favorite
topic but theirs also because
the high schools are always
interested mainly in the
campus and its students, and
60 per cent of the alums are 31
years or younger."
"Students are exposed to
far more today because they
are more active than
yesterday," he said, agreeing
with most students that
change Is needed due to the
change of times.
But he doesn't feel the
same toward violence. Times
have changed, but violence
isn't necessary to enforce the
change, "it only infringes on
the rights of others," he said.
To Hof, Bowling Green
State University is and will
always remain his pride and
joy. "To me, Bowling Green
has the greatest of all student
bodies 'I've ever seen. It's
friendly, challenging and a
leader In every respect. I love
It, because It keeps me
young."

pledges are payable by Dec.
31, 1975, Hansen said.
Twenty-five percent of the
graduates have pledged their
support to the program. The
funds will be used to establish
scholarships and University
needs, such as library
materials and student loans,
with the remainder to be invested In stocks and securities
and presented to the
University in 1970, he said.
Hansen said plans are
being made to continue the
Senior Challenge program
with future graduating classes
because of the overwhelming
success of this year's
program.
Hansen said that the
quarterly appeals draw
favorable response from 20
percent of the Alumni and
most contributions are in the
five-to-twenty dollar range.
Through the appeals,

Hansen hopes to promote an
active interest in the
University today and In the
future. "I am happy with the
response," he said, but I know
we can do better."
"I would Uke to see our
number of contributors increase so we can increase our
support
of
worthwhile
programs at the University,"
Hansen added.
Alumni donations have
already been used to promote
grants in-ald, International
scholarship
programs,
symposiums, art exhibitions
the Instructional Media
Center and doctoral fellowship
programs at the University.
The Alumni Association
has assumed more of its own
operational costs over the
years, Hansen said.
This
saves the University money
which can inturn be used to
finance
much
needed

programs, he added.
The Century Club and the
Presidents Club are made up
of those who give substantial
sums of money to the Alumni
Association.
Century Club members
contribute $100 a year while
members of the President's
club donate $i'0O0 annually ,
or make a commitment to
donate $10,000 to the Alumni
Association, he explained.

1971
March
of Dimes
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JAMES E. HOF

WELCOME
ALUMNI
Food Cocktails
Dancing to

RMJ Trio

ThBtsA sure sone&
OQod RWJAIS f/Z-ZA.'
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Organizational Meeting
Campus

CHESS CLUB
Sunday, Oct. 18

&X\ W cfj &^£££N&
That's what Brentwood
brings you in its U-neck
The Argentine sparked this
sweaters this year. May be
gaucho-poncho styling for
worn with or without a belt.
gals. This one is an Indian
Either way, you'll be a
tapestry pattern with constandout. As a matter of
trasting turtleneck. Reasonfact, our whole line of
ably p/iced, too.
Brentwood is exciting . . .
U-necks, sleeveless, long
sleeve . . .
PS. Homecoming is here! The U-Shop has it. ..
come see!

OPEN 9-5:30
Mattff Charg-

Capital Room Of Union

PIZZA 15

532 E. WOOSTER
BanhAmarlcord

PHONE 352.5165

f
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WBGU-TV71
Mooday

9 p.m.
REALITIES:
I"Factory," A sympathetic
I view of the blue collar worker
land hit views on the world
I around him;
10:30 p.m.
I FUCK OUT: "Sean," a film
I about a young boy growing up
I in the Haight-Ashbury comI mune, and "Natural Habitat,"
la film that deals with overI commercialization in society.
Tuesday
10:00 p.m.
ICISCO MIX:

SAN FRANThis week's

lactivity is "initiation."

Saturday

13th century, Its art and its life
style; 9:30 POLITICS 70: A
half-hour question and answer
period with leading political
figures and top Washington
correspondents;
10:00
HOMEWARD:
"The
Barrelhouse," A stirring
recreation of the Barrelhouse,
a Los Angeles mecca for
rhythm and blues In the late
40's.

Friday
3-5:30 p.m. AFTERNOON
JAZZ;
8:30-11 p.m.

Suaday

8:30
VANISHING
WILDERNESS: "PruhoeBay
or Bust," The proposed
Alsakan oil pipeline and its
effects on surrounding wild
wildlife.

Thursday
10 p.m. BLACK FROM
TIER: "Buffalo Soldiers,"
tells the story of the Ninth and
Tenth Cavalry regiments,
noted military units of the
West which enlisted only black
personnel.

Wednesday

Friday

•:30p.m. CIVILISATION:
|"Romance and Reality," Sir
I Kenneth Clark looks at the

8 p.m. FALCON FOCUS;
10 p.m. SAN FRANCISCO
MIS.

WBGU-RADIO 18.0
Monday

discusses the Artist Series
with program coordinator Bob
Yowell; 8:30-11 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT:
Beethoven Bicentennial
continues with his violin
Concerto in D, Sonata No. 8 in
C and Symphony No. 1 in C.

Tuesday

Wednesday

3-5:30 p.m. AFTERNOON
JAZZ; 8:30 p.m. TALKING
WITH PEOPLE AND OTHER
IJVING THINGS: Pat Silver

«:30p.m. AFTERNOON
JAZZ;
8:30-11 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT: More
Beethoven Bicentennial with

3-4:30 p.m. AFTERNOON
JAZZ:
Host Tom Schoen
presents an adventure into the
world of Jazz, plus Art Buchwald. Periscope, and Campus

c

ENGLISH MAJORS
All English majors who
have any adjustments in their
pre-planned programs for the
winter and spring quarters
should see Mr. Steele in room
214, University Hall, within*
the next week. Any major who
has not pre-planned his
programs should make an
appointment Immediately.

Free

<^ Ofy

Delivery

Shahs

Saturday
4:30 p.m.
to
closing
daily

4ft

Malts
Sundaes

Sub!
-micro 4"
third 8"
holf 12"
whole 24"

Thursday
3-6:30 p.m. AFTERNOON
JAZZ;
6: 30-11 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT:
Beethoven Bicentennial
presents his Fantasy for
Piano, Chorus and Orchestra,
Six Bagatelles and Symphony
No. 3.

TO
DO
TODaY

Will meet at 10 a.m. behind
the Women's Bldg.
UAO

TALKING WITH PEOPLE
AND
OTHER
LIVING
THINGS:
_ , ...
Pat Silver
discusses the scholarship
concert series with faculty
scholarship series chairman
Peter Howard; 8:40 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT:
Beethoven with his String
Quartet No. 13, Sonata No. 3 in
C, and Symphony No. 4 In Bflat;
11 p.m.
RADIO
RETROSPECT: an evening
of old radio dramas.

12 noon DRAMA WHEEL:
"Adventure Story" by
Terrence Ratttgan; 8 pjn.
DRAMA WHEEL "Peace" by
Aristophanes;
9:30 p.m.
MONTAGE: "The Prince of
Peace," a rock-Jazz cantata.

In Room 10S, Hanna Hall

t

ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Services will be held for all
Eastern Orthodox students
and friends at 10 a.m. in the
UCF Chapel.
Moaday

KAPPA PHI
pledges at 8 p.m. in the United
Christian Fellowship Center.
Sunday dress.

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY

Pizza's
-6
-9"
-12"
-16"

his Kreutzer Sonata, Romance
No. 2 and Symphony No. 2 in
D.

Friday

GOOD LUCK FALCONS!
Serving

Radio Voice; 8:30-11 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT: The
Beethoven
Bicententennial
begins with Beethoven's
Overture to Egmont, Emperor
Piano Concerto, Sonata No. 18
In E-flat and Serenade for
Flute, Violin and Viola in D.

1:20 pjn. FALCON PREGAME; 1:30 p.m. FALCON
FOOTBALL Bowling Green
vs. Miami at Oxford; 8 p.m.
BOWLING GREEN'S OFFBROADWAY: "Marry Me,
Marry Me;" 7:15 pjn. ALL
THAT JAZZ: Tom Schoen
presents old and new jazz
featuring reflecting the Big
Band Era.

UNIVERSITY
KARATE CLUB
Will meet from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. in Room 105, Women's

"People Who Need People!!
Everyone invited. Food and
fellowship following.

Gym.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
WIU meet at 6 p.m. in St.
Mark's Lutheran Church, S.
CoUege Drive. Student-led
contemporary
service.

BRITISH-AMERICAN
FILM SERIES
"The Long Voyage Home"
(1940-US), starring John
Wayne, will be shown at 9 p.m.

Will meet at 8 pjn. in the
UCF Center. Dr. Kumler will
speak on "Students in
Politics."
STUDENT COUNCIL
MEETING
Will be held at 7 p.m. in
Chapman Hall.

Homecoming dinnerdance. Dinner - 4:30 p.m., 8
p.m., 7:30 p.m. - Pheasant
Room, Union. Dance - 8 p.m. Grand Ballroom, Union.
Combination Ticket - $5 per
person. Dance Ticket - 81.50
per person.

352-1215

Sunday
Mon - Thurs 11 o.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri - Sat 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Sun - 3 pjn. to 1 a.m..

KAPPA PHI
Will meet

prospective

NEW

Hop'n Gators Is Here
SOUTH x

IDE

O

352-458.
Corner S. Main & Napoleon Rd.

STALHVM

WIZARD OF ID

Cinema U

AUM: $2.0014 and under $1.00

SIAOIUM PIAZZA

SMOPPINC. CINUB

I

1-74 OppOl.te

Woo...- Si

OI

C'mer»af
-NOW-

H,.. i inaGll ■•■'

BGSU

l.giball S

Ban Office Op.n 645
Evening OI 7: 10 A 9:30
Sol & Sun H« oi 2: IS 4 4:30

He(d 0ver 2||d WL
METROGaCWYNMAYER •««,*,
ACARL0P0NT1FR0CXXTI0N

CLaSSIFIED

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
Of BORIS RASTERNAKS

A Real WMtem

DOCTOR ,
ZH..A<.0

ACM MA CIN1II HUMS rtlSINIAilON
ANAIIONAUVINIIAI rKIUItSIIIIASI
HiNAVISION'anij ttCHNlCOtOt*

,

Cvenlnge o» 7:45
Sot ft Son Mot oi 2:15

i WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS I

MARVIN
[•MONTE
WALSH**
.

«e«»>hele k, John Jocksen

On the right track?

CP -zz-

PERSONALS

IN PANAVISION* AND METROCIXOfl
Jeeui: Uar, Lunatic, or Lord
of air Find out next v

.--^a,-.

-MOW-

Thru Oct 20
€ve oi MS & 9:1}

Weekend

CU-ZEL •»<&»Only
Sol & Son Mo. Only ot 4:45

PORTAGE
Electric In Tha Cor M.o leva A.oilobl.
Baa Off lea Op.n 7:00
Conaon 7:30

They live Hard,

.tarring Barnabas Collins
Of The ABC-TV Series
Come see how the vampires do it.

They Love Hard
ANGELS
DIE HARD
PluaatfllJ

Today's Youfh
Doing Their Things

FIREBALL JUNGLE

rollow the yellow brtdt road
to Uttle Pleasures. 1M N.
Main St. on Sat.
Congratulatlona Barbie and
Davte on your pinning. The
AOPI Sisters
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY
Alpha Phi actlvea from the
pledgee and Aunt Mabel.

our heart* we love our actlvea.
» DZ pledget

Cafeteria 1-ounge. Chapman
Hall

I To MLMFIC. Love gram
deeper every day.
Love
PARYS.

Open Home
at G.EK.
Hesdqusrtrrs--Hl>i South
Main Monday October 11.
Coma In and aee what* happening, workers needed. If
you can't make It but still
want to work caul BM.il

Congratulations Chicken Man
Paul. See you at the Inn.
Cathennr-Happ)
Birthday
Bug! Good luck on the Mat
Love. Janejoe 4 Little Beth
DZ Neophytee-The G.G. la
waiting to be found. Da you
want activation*

Honey. I'm so glad your here.
I'm sure Xerox wont miss you
for two days I LOVE YOU.
Falcora—We're behind you all ME
theway. Victory on Saturday
Delta Zeta

Saturday Is Wuard of Oe Day
at Uttle Pleasures 1M N.
DZ CONGRATULATIONS- Main.
JUDY ON MAKING ROYAL
GREEN YOUR SISTERS
Deer Sissy
Let'i have a
great Homecoming
Jady Garland and the AH My Love. Tarry
"Manchklns" starring at
Utttw Plissurn. 1*1 N. Main VTatt "The Loft" Gallery of
St ON Sat.
Fine Arts, 1044 S. Main
(Above Isaly'sl Tuea-Fn M).
Sae and Ron Congrats on Sit 114
r»raUawj| lamaUM Parking
DuritfT ubehind Burger Chat
earning Fan Far a Hair Sale- on R.R. St. by day or mo
-LaSalle's
—" .
Student Council meeting
Wlmwtndrnllkalvwineasln

IJaaJi, „ „ ,:t,

pj>

•

Persona are available Call 220(1 Counseling Center no
Student Service*

FOR SALE

Call Pete MSB
GARAGE SALE SATURDAYIS ManvUle Apt F. lamps,
records, dishes, linens, misc.
10 s m until sold out.
See ue for hand carved II K
gold wedding bands. Unique
gifts from 14 countries
VATAN'S. 1M S. Main.
FOR SALE One Yashica M.I
Camera with extras
Call
Mike Burtch J7WJ41
tlGTO Blue w-whlle vinyl top
4 Intertor 4 apd. VI many
extras Ph. K2-771S

1 bedroom Apt. near campus
Phone SSMJJ4

GARAGE SALE: Thursday
thru Saturday. Ill Weet Main
Portage Ohio Sot-Xll

Need 1 or 1 females for
Wooster St Apt Can move In
now. Call SJ-7U1.

For Sale: Never used transistorised Ignluon for I volt
negative ground can Call 353-

Rent your mini refrigerator at
BG Rental SU-1SM US W
Poe Rd.

Wish to buy 1. I Dog Night
tickets Call Mill

ttn.

I man needed at Wlnthrop
South. CaJlSHett

Goltar instructions In my
home. BJ-1HJ sfler 5

Goya steel string goltar and
case 5 mo old Ilk) Call John
SH-7441

Better Business MachinesTypewriters, adders and
raeTsasrnrs. Salee Service and
rentals . Jz7 S. Main awHTM
dally tu I pjn Sal. 015

'II Stadabakar, Radio,
Healer, Srwwtiree New Paint

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Experienced typist theses,
term papers etc Call»4-77S3
Sewing for women
children lllsw»

and

Looking for Ambitious College
Juniors. Seniors, or Grad
StudenU Especially Interested In Education Majors
and Teacher Trained Parsons
Unable to Attain Positions
DM to Teachers Surplus.
International Education
Company Interviewing In BG
Call ese-OO (Local Number)
for Interview.
Experienced Lead Player
Wanted Call 36*407.
Amatuer photographer needs
girl for part time modeling
Win pay ni an hoar. Any
reepona should be In form of
ad in this paper 1 Jst address
4 phone number.
MALE SUBJECTS WANTED
Problem solving experiment.
11.75 plus. Sociology Small
Group Lab. CaO ITMSM.
Two girls will do any domestic
week Sat S7S4SH.
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Pitching falters again...

'Big Red Machine' collapses

Asaoclatvd Prt>»« Wlrophoto

THE SPARK IS DIMMED—Cincinnati Reds manager Sparky Anderson appears downcast during the third game of the World Series
in Baltimore Tuesday, but must have felt even worse yesterday as
he saw his "Big Red Machine" demolished for the 1970 season.

Booters aim to end slump
By Joe Hurchlck
Sports Writer
"When you walk through a
storm hold your head up high
and don't be afraid of the
dark. For at the end of a
storm is a golden sky . . ."
Most of you probably
recognize these lyrics from
the musical Carousel. These
are good words and in a sense
relate to the Falcon soccer
team this season.
Once the season began, the
Falcons found themselves
sitting right up with the best of
soccer teams around. But now
after losing their last two
games and suffering through a
seven
quarter
scoring
drought, the Bowling Green
booters have fallen drastically
from their pre-seaaon status.
Bat inspite of all these
misfortunes of late, soccer
coach Mickey Cochrane and
his soccer squad have nil
thoughts of letting up as they
have been working quite hard
in practice this week for
today's 3:30 p.m. soccer
match at Ball State.
Today's match will be the

third consecutive road game
that the Falcons are playing
and they will be out to reverse
a losing skein which has seen
6-1 and 1-0 losses at the hands
ier feet) of Akron and Miami
Universities respectfully.
"We are going into the Ball
State contest with one thing in
mind," stated Cochrane.
"That is to come up with a
good game and snap out of our
slump. The team realizes
what they have been going
through and have really coped
with the situation quite well.
This past Monday the players
had a meeting by themselves
and talked their problems out.
Now they feel that they are
ready to play ball and start
winning again."
"One thing about this
club," added Cochrane, "is
that they are not quitters. Far
from it! They have tried their
hardest to try and remedy
their present situation."
Referring to Ball State
Cochrane stated, "They are
not that strong of a team but
are a very hustling and alive
team. They are young but are
capable of knocking off

anyone."
There will be many
changes in the Falcon lineup
for this game. In order to get
more speed in the lineup
Cochrane has moved Eric
Selden from halfback to
outside left; Don Gable from
outside left to inside left; Mike
Kamienski from right halfback to inside left; and Chris
Battels to outside right. The
rest of the lineup should
remain the same.
You know, this is a very big
game for the Falcons.- They
have been in need of a great
game for some while and it is
felt that if the Falcons can
come up with a great effort in
Muncie, Indiana, the storms
should cease and golden skies
should prevail the rest of the
season.

BALTIMORE (AP) - The
awesome Baltimore Orioles
won their second World Series
in five years yesterday,
beating a steady tattoo of hits
against a . disintegrating
Cincinnati pitching staff while
left-hander Mike Cuellar
stifled the Reds' bats in a 9-3
fifth game victory.
The triumph, built on
Cuellar's shutout pitching
after a shaky first inning, and
a lS-hit attack that included
home runs by Frank Robinson
and Merv Rettenmund in an
assault on the record books,
gave the Orioles four victories
to one for the Reds in the bestof-seven set.
The day dawned dreary
and drizzly as rain pelted
Memorial Stadium, but it
stopped before game time, the
skies lightened for 45,341 fans
and the day brightened for 25
Orioles as they brought
Manager Earl Weaver his
first world title.
Every batter in the lineup,
except Cuellar, stroked at
least one hit in the assault
against six Cincinnati pitchers. And Brooks Robinson,
unquestionably the outstanding player in the series,
added to his total with his
ninth hit.
But Brooks was only a
minor part of the fifth game's
story as the Orioles brought
the American League World
Series triumph No. 40 in the 67year history of the baseball
classic.
The biggest share of the
glory had to be assigned to
Cuellar, the 24-game winner
who should have been unsettled by a three-run firstinning explosion by the Reds,
but then pulled himself
together and fashioned a sixhitter.
The 5-foot-ll, 175-pound
veteran, who started his
career with Cincinnati in 1959,
allowed only two harmless
singles after that and joined
the other two members of the
Orioles' big three-Jim

sc-^- -w.* ' r~ i| "" '"*"' "**"
^«W*S-^^#. „;.•«-*
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LEAPING HIGH into the air in an attempt to catch up with the ball is Falcon
left halfback Kip Jordan during a recent
soccer match.

SPECIAL

SIDNEY POITIER -

MARTIN LANDAU

"THEY CALL ME MISTER TIBBS"
BARBARA McNAIR - ANTHONY

2 Big Shefs

$.99

RATED 'OP'
Thoro novor was o pi cturo llb-O
"Beyond tho Volloy ol tho Doll."
Th. First ol tho Shock Rock!

Conby, N.Y. Tim..
" Cotch-22"
Continuous Showing.-No Soats
Rosorvod

Granger would be gone in
the third. And Anderson would
call on Milt WUcox. Tony
Cloninger, Ray Washburn and
Clay Carroll in an attempt to
stop the big, bad Birds, but
nothing could do it.
Boog Powell, the hulking
first baseman, led off the
Baltimore third with a double
on one hop to the bullpen fence
in night-center and Merv
Rettenmund immediately
drove him in with a single.
Rettenmund eventually
scored on a single by Johnson.
Rettenmund
lengthened
the lead to 7-3 in the fifth inning when he tagged a 3-2
pitch from Cloninger into the
right field bleachers for his
homer.
Then, in the eighth, the
Orioles added further embarrassment by collecting
their final two runs on three

doesn't have a varsity football
team. Rugby is the school's
main sport.
In last spring's bruisingbrawl at Wheeling West
Virginia,
the
Gators
capitalized on two Falcon
errors to take an 8-0 halftime
lead and held off various
Bowling Green scoring attempts in the final half to
stagger off the field with an 8-3
victory.
Wheeling's two losses have
been to the Cleveland Blues
and th* Pittsburg rugby club,
two of the top squads in this
section of the nation. The
Gators victory was over the
Denison rugby club, a team
that the Falcons play next
weekend.
In last Saturday's action,
Steve Sycy and BiU O'MaUey
provided
the
scoring
punch as the Falcons tied the
University of Michigan rugby
club, 84. The Wolverines, (82) were rated as thefourthbest
rugby club in the midwest and
had defeated the third ranked
Chicago rugby club last
Saturday.
Chris Eckenroad, Bowling
Green rugbv club president,
predicted plenty of changes in
the Falcon line-up for
tomorrow's skirmish in an
attempt to break the winless
skein against the Gators.

NB wipholo by Jock O'Br.io

JUST A SAMPLE of the hard hitting that
prevailed in the ruggers' 8-8 tie with the
University of Michigan rugby club last
weekend.

WELCOME
ALUMNI
TO

featuring original works of !
graphic art—etchings,
lithographs,—by leading
20th century artists:
•'.
Picasso
DaH—1
Miro.
Caldcr
Chagall
Friedlacnder !
Ruuault :
Scarlc
Vasarcly
and others.

Restaurant
14500 E. Wooster

frosontod by tho
MERIDIAN GALLERY

.

Burger Chef

.

■

SUNDAY, OCT. WTH-J ]

Royal Buffet
10215 S. Main

R.dbird Room In
_
Mowofd Johnson'. Motor Lodg*
AUCTIONl 3:00 pm
EXHIBITION: 12/3 pm
Work, (tart •• low Ol SIS
Admission Fm

Fine Foods

B*-l

Welcome
Alumni
GOOD LUCK

WELCOME
ALUMS

BEAT
KENT
STATE

T«E
CfKlVE.SE AND
AMERICAN POOD
Cocktails

at

Rotod 'X' Undot 17'. not adrrittod
"Tho Bost Amodcon rilm I'vo Soon

Wheeling
College's
powerful ruffians will provide
the opposition for the Bowling
Green rugby club when the
two teams battle at 1 p.m.
tomorrow on Sterling Farm,
It's the biggest match of

the fall season for the Falcon
ruggers (0-1-1) who will be
seeking their first win ever
over Wheeling (1-2> after four
consecutive defeats,
Unlike Bowling Green
where rugby is a club sport,
Wheeling considers it more a
varsity sport because the
college of about 750 students

FALCONS

T0U00-S NFWEST MO
MOST C0MKHT4JU 1HAISB
, CUNT *«U 10 WAU SCBB6
A WW CONCrFT Of lUXUrt ErfflRUMmBIT
■ MMtfOM 1>i||li| In • 471-2141 TOLIDO O.-1

ByJackO'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor
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around to score. May then*
drove his double off the lef|.,l
field fence and Hal McRjre I
followed with a two-run double ' I
up the right center field alley. ."I
But Cuellar got Tommy "I
Helms to ground out and, "I
although the Reds didn't know'
it, their nuv«coringfor the day
was ever.

Ruggers challenge Wheeling

He also set a five-game
Series record with 17 total
bases and tied two others with
his nine hits and four long hits.
But Babe Ruth collected more
hits, 10, in a four-game series
for the New York Yankees in
1928.
Robinson, however. Joined
only five others who had
managed to collect as many as
nine hits in a five-game
classic.
The 10 home runs by the
Orioles also set a five-game
series record. Besides Brooks,
Powell and Frank Robinson
also had two. McNally, Rettenmund, Don Buford and
Ellie Hendricks added one
each.
The outstanding hitter for
the Reds was May, who

The Job of thwarting
Western's challenge falls upon
nine Falcons, Sid Sink, Dave
Wottle, Jim Ferstle (back
from an injury), Steve Danforth, Tracy Elliot, Rich
Breeze, Bob McOmber, Rick
Schnihker, and Craig MacDonald. These runners have
two main objectives in
tomorrow's meet besides the
Western threat.

The other objective is to
compete, for as former
Olympic champ Charlie
Paddock once said, "The
champion is the one who
competes whether it is for
marbles or the championship
of the world,"

inning double as the Reds built
a 3-0 lead and seemed to have
maintained the momentum
gained by Wednesday's
shocking come-from-behind
triumph.
With one out, Rose sliced a
pop fly double to right. Perez
flied out, but Bench singled up
the middle, Rose racing

f^r*»»*N,*Spi.i. s

in Kent State match-up

One of these aims is to beat
Kent's Norris and Western
Michigan's Gary Harris,
individual winner at the Notre
Dame meet. These are the
two men who will give BG its
toughest competition individually.

collected seven hits in 18 atbats, hit two homers and
drove in eight runs. Meanwhile, Tony Perez, the homerhitting third baseman, had a
disastrous series with only one
hit in 18 trips to the plate and
failed to drive in even one run.
May added to his hit total in
the final game with a first-

as winners In the series. V
Frank Robinson opened the,
Phoebus got the other victory, inning. Powell's hot smash
brought Blair home and
Johnson singled Frank
Robinson home.
Brooks wound up the fivegame set with nine hits in 21
at-bats, two homers and six
runs batted in, winning the car
awarded by Sport Magazine to
the hero of the Series.

Harriers' pride on line
Fresh off their biggest
victory this year, the Falcon
spikers put their heads on the
chopping block again this
weekend at Kent State.
Their undefeated record
and pride at stake, Bowling
Green faces the challenge of
Ed Norris and Kent plus a winhungry Toledo crew. But the
biggest bushwacker, Western
Michigan, although not being
acounted in the scoring
against Bowling Green, will be
"bird-hunting" tomorrow
hoping to bring home a fistful
of Falcon feathers.
Led by Gary Harris, last
week's individual winner at
the Notre Dame Invitational,
Western has its sights set on
an upset of the high-flying
Falcons at the MAC championships at Ohio University
in three weeks. The Bronco
harriers would like to boost
their confidence this weekend
by giving Bowling Green a
stiff challenge.

Center fielder Paul Blair,
who stroked three singles and
matched Brooks Robinson's
nine-hit total for the Series,
got the Orioles started in their
half of the first inning when he
stroked a hit with one out
against Cincinnati starter Jim
Merritt.
The left-hander worked the
count to 3-2 on Frank Robinson
before he lofted the next pitch
halfway up the field bleachers
for his second homer of the
series. In the second inning,
the Orioles chased Merritt and
pulled ahead to stay.
Dave Johnson walked with
one out, Andy Etchebarren
singled, and when Cuellar hit
a sharp liner to right that Pete
Rose caught, Anderson
yanked Merritt. Wayne
Granger, slugged for a grand
slam homer by pitcher Dave
McNally in the third game,
came on-and found the going
Just as rough this time.
Mark Belanger and Blair
followed with consecutive
singles, each driving in a run
and putting Baltimore in front
4-3.

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE

Open from 11 A.M. till 9:00 P.M.
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
11 A.M. till KL30P.M.
Fri. & Sat.

530 E. Wooster St.
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Falcons regroup forces for Kent

N.w.prxHo by John Mannery

Ntrw.photo by John Flonnory

Mid-Am tussle
rates a tossup
By Jack O'Breia
Aislltant Sport* Editor
Head football coach Don
"The Prophet" Nehlen will be
facing two alternatives when
the Falcons host the Kent
State Flashes in the annual
homecoming game tomorrow.
Coach Nehlen must guide
his win less birds, 0-3-1, to their
first victory of the campaign
or he will become the first
tutor in the last 16 years to post
a non-winning season slate.
Things don't look too bright
for a Falcon triumph as the
Flashes (2-2) upset Western
Michigan 25-22 last weekend
and hence will be sky high
when they invade Perry
Stadium.
"I feel that the game will
be pretty much a toss-up,"
said Doyt Perry. Bowling
Green's current Athletic
Director and winningest
football coach in Falcon
football history.
"I can't see any reason
why it wouldn't be," he added
after a brief moment of
deliberation. "I think Kent is
a little better than they have
been in other years."

Bowling (ireen holds the
overall edge in wins having
won 22 of the 38 meetings
between the two teams.
There have been six ties.
Kent's last triumph came
in 1966 when they trounced the
Falcons, 35-12. Ironirally, the
victory came at :i Bowling
Green homecouung and is the
Flash**' onljrwiii in the series
since 1958.
The Falcons are off to their
poorest start since the 1935
season when they went seven
games before winning one.
In his pre-season analysis,
coach Nehlen listed under
probable strengths running

tf

sporrs

N«wg,pho«o by Lo*rv Fu

PERHAPS PRAYING for prosperity on
the
Falcon front it
sophomore
cheerleader Connie Harris.

backs Jerry Fields, Issac
Wright and Julias I.ivas as
"The Young Lions" who could
develop into the best running
corps at Bowling Green since
1966.
The latest Mid-American
Conference statistics show the
Falcons last in rushing yardage with a total of 43 yards In
two games ton an average of
21.5 yards and no touchdowns.
"The Young I .ions" have
turned into the paper lions and
their names are not to be seen
among the top ten rushers in
the league.
Quarterback
Vern
Wireman, the guy who led the
MAC in passing last season, is
currently listed last among
the conferem* signal-callers.
Wireman has completed only
17 of 46 passes In two conference games for a .370
completion percentage, 178
total yards and no touchdowns.
As a team, Bowling Green
is listed at the bottom of five of
the nine categories shown on
the MAC states sheet including the standings. The
only ray of sunshine as far as
Bowling Green is concerned is
the defense which is fourth in
total defense, third in pass
defense, fourth in total points
allowed per game and fifth in
rushing defense.
Kent's main offensive
threat will be Doug Ober, a
seldom used place kicker who
booted four consecutive field
goals in the Flashes victory
last Saturday.
Ober's four kicks bettered
the previous mark of three
held by Dale
Livingston
of Western Michigan and
Ken Crots of Toledo. The total
equalled an MAC record and
enabled Ober to be named one
of the conferences' players-ofthe-week along with Miami's
defensive specialist Dick
Adams.
"Every team hits a low
spot and we've hit one," observed President Hollis A.
Moore, Jr. "I don't know what
brought it on, but I still think
they're going to pull out."
"I think our football team
will bounce back," predicted
Perry. "I do know one thing
after all these years, you get
started one way or another,
You get winning and you keep
winning games that you
shouldn't and if you start
losing, you can lose games
when you shouldn't"
The question remains
whether Bowling Green will
bounce back and get on the
winning trail or suffer their
third straight conference
defeat and continue on the
down hill slide to their worst
record since the 2-7 fiasco in
1954.

Offense aims to
subtract errors
By Vln Mannix
Assistant Sports Editor
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Coach Don Nehlen

By Jack Carle
Assistant Sport* Editor

KENT (2-2) at Bowling Green (0-3-1)
TOLEDO! 5-0) at Western Michigan (J-2)
MIAMI (4-0) at Ohio (2-2)
Last week i Man nix) 1-3, .250 per cent
Year to date 5-3, .625 per cent

There are two ways of looking at tomorrow's football
homecoming game between Bowling Green and Kent State. One
point of view is that of the student and that all the mistakes that
the Falcons have had in the first four games will go the other
way. And since it is homecoming the Falcon team be a winner
for the first time this year.
Then there is the point of view of the observer that must
stand above his student feelings and view the game through
objective eyes. These eyes consider the fact that it is
homecoming and the Falcons are due for a victory but also see
an offensive team that has netted 31 points in four games.
Defense alone is not enough to win a football game.
It is the second point of view that this writer must take and
predict that Kent State will win in a close game. The factors
against BG are too much to consider a Falcon win against a
team they only defeated 7-0 last season while gaining over 200
yards.
Although the choice of Kent will bring unfavorable response
by the readers it is a choice that must be made because Bowling
Green has not been able to generate an offense the entire season
while the defense has been trying to hold the teams in check.
In fact it takes heart to make this choice.
In other games, all teams are playing in the MAC. Toledo is
rolling toward its second Florida trip for December and its
express will keep rolling over Western Michigan.
Miami is moving forward to its meeting with Toledo and the
Redskins will improve its perfect record to 5-0 while beating
Ohio on the Bobcats home field.
However, the biggest game of the week is Kent and BG and
Kent has the edge, at least in this corner.

It's far out, but imagine the
football team gathering in its
customary
practice-ending
huddle today before exiting
from the field in Perry
Stadium. Instead of chanting
"BEAT KENT!
BEAT
KENT!" the coaches, and
players are snapping their
fingers, doing a little strut,
and
singing
"Come
together...right now...over
me."
Where the Falcons want to
come together is an offense.
In losing three and tying one,
all the questions and fickle
fingers have been pointing to
the offense and its apparent
inability to punch up points on
the scoreboard.
"We've been making
mistakes, not that it's
unusual, every team does,"
said Don Plusquellic, Bowling
Green's backup quarterback.
"It's Just that we've made
them at the wrong bine."
Don explained that since
there are 11 players on offense,
all of them need to play at
least to 75 per cent efficiency
to make the attack go. It's
that 25 per cent of the time
where the Falcon offense has
run into problems.
"There isn't one guy who is
beating us," explained Don.
"It's Just that someone will
miss an assignment on one
play, then somebody else on
the next, and before you know
It
the
mistakes
are
snowballing."
Sometimes when a player
makes a mistake, it might not
be so bad because the play
picked up yardage," he added.
But, it's that one time when a
blown assignment kills a play,
that it hurts.
For example, in the second
half against Toledo last
Saturday night, the Falcons
had the ball deep in the Rocket
territory. Julius Uvas broke
through the line, and appeared
headed for a touchdown with
nobody between him and the
goal line.
Unfortunately a Toledo
linebacker, who somebody
was assigned to block but
didn't, was free .to make the
play, and caught Julie,
preventing a score.
"It's not the material
we've got, our top men (first
stringers) are doing a good
Job," said Don. "It's Just that
one time when we goof up."
If practice sessions are any
indication, it appears that the
Falcon offense got the bugs
worked out just In time for
homecoming.
"We started off kind of
down, but as practice went on
we picked up," said Dave

Finley, tri-captain and quick
guard. "We even had some
tempers flaring, and by the
end of practice everybody was
going nuts."
Hopefully, the attack will
be able to sustain some of this
week's "fire" and use it to
light up the score board with
points against Kent tomorrow.
"If you can score first, or
even stay with your opponent,
you can still follow your game
plan, which is what we
couldn't do against Toledo,"
stated Finley.
"We feU behind M-0 in the
first half and had to play catch
up the rest of the game."
Finley explained that in
order to catch up, Bowling
Green had to go to its passing
attack more than they intended in the original game
plan which caused Toledo to
become more recklessly
agressive on defense.
"They haven't forced any
opponents yet to respect
them." said Gregg Shinn, a
former Bowling
Green
monsterman, about the young

wide receivers.
"The
defensive backs they go
against don't seem to worry
about giving them any cushion
as they had to last year
against Bob (Zimpfer) and
Freddie (Mathews).
Whether or not Beach,
Pittman, Fisher & co. can
"get some respect" from
Kent's defensive secondary
will depend not only on their
own ability to shake loose and
get open for Vern Wireman's
passes, but also how well
Bowling Green's offensive line
handles the Kent pass rush.
"They've been changing
their personnel around a lot,"
said Finley, "but the chances
are we'll be seeing the same
guys that beat Western
Michigan last week."
Finley predicted the
Bowling Green offensive
attack will use fewer plays
than it did against Toledo in an
attempt to cut down on
mistakes.
"We've got the ability," be
said, "it's Just a matter of
cominn together."
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THIS TIME
it's Western Michigan
beating Bowling Green and agin, Connie
Harris shoes unhappiness from the
outside looking in.
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Mrs. Murphy
By Patrick Welch
Mrs. Murphy lived in a ginger-bread frame house on the corner of Elm
Street. I liked it because it was old. Even Mr. Jenkins couldn't remember when
it hadn't been there, and he could remember back to the Spanish-American
War, the Great War he called it.
Everything Mrs. Murphy owned, even her clothing, rivaled her home's
antiquity. She used to joke about her age and once when I was admiring an old
musket she said it had been given to her by General Grant. Then her eyes
sparkled and we both laughed and she gave me another glass of lemonade.
I used to go over often to have lemonade and listen to the stories she'd tell
and play with the cannons and toy soldiers she was always finding in her trunks.
She was always laughing and making up things about Edison and Napoleon and
other people she said she knew. But I never heard her stories in school or read
them in books so I knew she made them up.
The only thing that confused me about Mrs. Murphy was her dread of clocks.
Her house was large, and she had everything from brass spittoons to Victorian
dresses, but nowhere could I hear the ticking of a timepiece. She even forbade
me to wear my watch in her house and she never seemed concerned about the
time of day.
"Time is death," she told me once. "Every tickof i clock cuts your life like a
guillotine, killing you for that second. Life is a candle and time the flame that
consumes it until there is nothing. Without time there is no death."
I tried to tell her what my teacher had said about time, but she stopped me.
"Your teacher is already dead. Don't listen to her. She is Jealous of your
youth, your life. She knows she will die; she must take revenge on those who
killed her by killing you. How old do you think I am?"
I guessed and she laughed.
"May you never know, my boy. You would never believe. They teach you
not to believe. But listen, listen to an old woman in the twilight of her years.
Time is the assassin of the Devil and clocks are its weapons. Look outside."
We watched the cars and people hurrying down Elm Street on a thousand
assorted errands.
"Their lives are dictated by time. They get up at seven, work for eight
hours, eat at six, and die-when their time comes ■"
She smiled.
"Do not be like them, my son. Be like my hourglass, with Time sleeping
safely on the bottom. Do not wake Time or it will destroy."
She stared at me with imploring eyes and I nodded and drank my lemonade.
Her hourglass sat on the Mantle, surrounded by yellow photographs and a
dusty Spanish globe. It had always fascinated me. There were designs of the
zodiac on the glass and inscriptions in some foreign language on its base. The
glass was dark and opaque and it made the sand inside glitter like stars.
She would never let me play with it, although she let me play with everything
else, and when I would ask why she would smile and say the hourglass meant
very much to her and she couldn't bear to see it harmed.
But I couldn't resist the hourglass. I would look at it out of the corner of my
eye while pretending to admire something else, and whenever she gave me toys
to play with I would sit facing it. Sometimes when she left the room I would go
up to it and touch it, letting my fingers run along the grooves of the lettering in
its otherwise smooth surface.
Then one day, while she was in the kitchen making me some lemonade, I
dared to pick it up. I marvelled at its weight; it seemed more like iron than
wood and glass, and it was much warmer than the room. I shook it and the sand
shifted sluggishly, as if awakening from a nap.
"Would you like some cookies?" she asked from the kitchen. I said no and
hurried to replace the hourglass. But I was too nervous and excited. It wobbled, then fell.
"What was that? What are you doing in there?" and I heard her footsteps.
I panicked and reset it, but in my haste I reversed the glass. I was trying to
correct it when she found me.
"What are you-My God!" She screamed and dropped the tray. "Letit
alone. Don't touch it!"
But it was too late. I stood transfixed while the sand casceded into the
bottom. It seemed to fall in slow motion, glistening and revolving gracefully;
and sparks flew when it struck the glass.
"Stupid child," she cried, now standing beside me. "What have you done to
me?" She looked at the hourglass and screamed. "Get out!'1 She cuff ed me on
the side of my head. "Getout! Didn'tyouhearme?"
I turned to her, tears streaming down my face, trying to explain, to
apologize. "Get out of here," she sobbed, and pushed me away. "Don't ever
come back."
She struggled to move the glass but it seemed too heavy for her, actually to
be fighting her. Finally she stopped and slumped against the mantle, weeping.
I tried to say something, anything, but my mouth couldn't open. Finally I ran
out of the back door.
I never saw Mrs. Murphy again. One day I heard that neighbors had broken
into her house because they hadn't seen her for over a month. They didn't find
her, Just her possessions and a strange pile of dust in front of the fireplace. She
never came back.

We cry
By Terry Cocbran
It was late in the fourth quarter and
the sun had begun spiraling downward in
the west. Shadows were cast on the
playing field by the stands and press box.
The team in white Jerseys had the
ball. They huddled. Number 33 was to go
over left tackle.
Along the sidelines both teams were
on their feet, realizing this was the last
chance for the white jerseys to score.
The ball was snapped, a fake was
made to the right halfback, and 33 threw
himself at the gap in the wall of blue and
white, ball in hand.
No resistance.
Moving to the outside he managed to
evade the hands of a linebacker.
He was knocked off balance by
another but stumbled forward, regaining
momentum and speed.
His feet became a blur now as he
thumped wildly down the sideline. A
quick move to the inside and a streak of
blue flashed by, smashing into a teammate standing out of bounds.
A blue spot closing in from the right,
two from the rear. Number 33 angled to
the left, clawing madly into the turf with
his cleats, throwing dirt and grass out
behind.
Each long stride brought him nearer
to the white striped goal, a yard or two at
a time. A fourth blue had joined the
pursuit.
Number 33 drove himself
harder.
Five yards from the goal they caught
him. But the momentum of the chasers
pushed 33 over the white line in one huge
flying motion.
He had held onto the ball.
Number 33 lay for several seconds
just as he had landed, overpowered by
the tremendous roar from the stands.
He stood up, and glanced for a
moment at the wild fans silhouetted by a
pinkening sky. Then he took off his
helmet and sat on it on the goal line.

He stared stonily forward at the
playing field grass, seemingly oblivious
to all the noise around him.
He began to cry.
Softly at first, a tear at a time. But
soon his whole frame trembled and then
shook from wrenching sobs.
And he blinked and stared tearily
forward, aware of nothing but his crying.
The crowd on both sides had been
standing up, and now became perfectly
still. The blue team gathered on the left
to see what was the matter. The white
team on the right. And the referees stood
over him.
Number 33 slowly bent his head
downward, and now his violent sobs were
audible to all.
The blue squad was the first to Join in
(perhaps because they had lost.) Then
the white team (perhaps because they
felt sorry.) And finally the refs and the
fans (perhaps because they didn't understand.)
And soon the whole stadium became
one wailing cry. Ail heads were bowed as
if by a common weight. All the tears ran
down together and became one in a
muddy puddle.
Number 33 was unaware that anyone
else existed. He stared blurrily at the
solid ground.
But it didn't really matter. Everyone
else felt the same.
He cried, they cried.
We cry.

Plea
Are you sure there aren't more of you
talented people hiding out there?
Did you see a good flick recently? Tell
us about it. How about a bad one? Don't
you think it's your duty to warn your
fellow students?
Read a good book or listened to a new
album?
How about your opinion?
Send your stuff to Number 9.

'Dark Shadows' in the film industry
by Mike Foley
To sum up "House of Dark Shadows"
as a bloody bore would probably be the
most sensible and kind way of treating
the piece of trash. But I think that it is
much too important a film to pass off so
mildly.
It is an important film to me because
it came at the perfect time, whem I was
attempting to understand what a film
maker owes his audience. It didn't help
me to reach any real conclusions, but it
did help to offer a little more understanding into the problem. But first, a
look at "House Of Dark Shadows".
Based on the television soap opera,
"Dark Shadows", this film is merely to
get those TV fans out of their < ovens and
washing machines and into a theatre.
But in putting "Dark Shadows" onto the
movie screen, a bit more realism has
been added; such as the pounding of a
stake into the heart of some unfortunate
young girl who has become a vampire.
Or seeing Barnabas Collins bite necks
and come up with his mouth dripping
with blood.
There's even a slow motion scene at
the end of the film when Barnabas gets a
spear driven into him and right on
through. Certainly one of the alltime
lowpoints in screen violence.
But what is worst about the film,
beyond it's overall poorness, is that
Barnabas is made out to be some kind of
hero. There is a lot of sympathy given
him throughout the film and although he
lives on human blood, we're supposed to

like him.
I don't want to appear to be getting
into the film too deeply. I know that
Barnabas, the fangs and the whole film is
about as far away from reality as one can
get. The reason I dwell upon the film at
all is because it is such a perfect example
of Hollywood junk that I'd like to use it to
illustrate some points.
The problem is, to many viewers, it
doesn't seem unreal. They suspend their
belief long enough to let all of this garbage in. Especially the children in the
audience. I forced myself to sit through
three showings of this film to observe
audience reaction. Were they really
enjoying this junk?
Many were, especially the children
who screamed and held onto each other
as if they were actually involved with
the impossible action on the screen.They
did see Barnabas, the vampire, as a hero
and applauded each of his attacks. They
were sad to see him die and I even saw
some tears on the way out, along with
lines like, "I didn't know that it was going
to end sad."
But on the way out, they left with

nothing else. There was nothing to be
learned from the film. It wasn't even
campy enough to bring about a sarcastic
laugh. It's an utter waste of time.
Just what does a film maker owe his
audience? Good taste? I don't think so.
Recently I saw a film called "Performance" and found it to be hideously
beautiful. There's a lack of good taste
involved with that film, but that was the
whole idea behind the film. "Fellini
Satyricon," with it's grotesque orgy
scenes is much the same way.
The film maker owes his audience
entertainment. Be it dramatic, comic or
educational. A film should be an entertaining event. But when a film is put
out just to trap an audience and once it
does, has nc respect or consideration for
their intelligence or viewing intentions,
the film serves no purpose. And with an
admission price of $2.00 and the time
Involved in the viewing of the fibn, you
should see something worthwhile: be it
funny or educational or even mildly
interesting.
Another thing which bothers me about
"House of Dark Shadows" is that it

carries a "GP" rating, meaning that
the film has been suggested for the
general viewing audience with parental
discression advised.
A while back I saw a film which I
think everyone should see and benefit
from. It is a Swedish film called
"Adeline 31". The problem is that the
film is rated "X" meaning that no one
under 17 is admitted.
The rating is given because of a scene
in which a girl is shown totally nude. It's
an extremely beautiful and essential
scene in the film and unfortunately
forced the film to be rated with a rating
which unables young people and children
from seeing it.
• if people would admit that the
human body is not dirty, but beautifuC
and that a film which takes a long and
serious look at a vampire as its hero, is
the more harmful, children could see
more films like "Adeline 31" and fewer
like "Dark Shadows". And eventually
everyone would realize what a worthwhile film really is and films like
"House of Dark Shadows" would no
longer be made.
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Reviews
By Mark Levlne
R. Serge Denlsoff
STEAM (Mercury SR 61254) is once
again a combination of group name and
album title. What the Beatles have
wrought!
This album features "Na Na Hey Hey
Kiss Him Good-bye," which most
recently graced the higher lofts of the
Top Forty with such hits as '.'Neanderthal Love" and "Julie, Julie."
STEAM is a throw back to the rhythm
and blues groups of the late 1950's,
however they lack the depth and
originality of that period. If you liked
"Na Na" and dig the Jackson 5 then
STEAM is a good record for you.
The advent on yet one more LP by a
"new" singer-writer-guitarist is not
designed to excite anyone previously
burned by an army of such pseudoDylanesque characters. Many previous
"I'm a poet" types now happily grace the
bargain counters at Woolworths.
Jaime Brockett is an exception to the
many previous disappointments.
In
certain areas REMEMBER THE WIND
AND THE RAIN (Oracle ORS 701) is
akin to ALICE'S RESTAURANT, which
established Arlo as a bonafide successor
to Woody.
Brockett's nearly 14 minute long
"Legend of the U.S.S. Titanic" is based
on the traditional folk piece, but here the
story line becomes a bizzrre tale of the
historical tragedy. The Titanic went
down because the Captain was stoned on
hemp according to Brockett.
Like "Alice," the story lii* is simplistic, but the telling is the delightful
part. Brockett's cast of characters
parallel Obie, Ray and the draft board
Sergeant, with a "head" first mate and a
strange assortment of passengers.
One other song, "Talking Green Beret
New Super Yellow Hydraulic Banana
Teeny Bopper Blues," is in this satirical
bag. The rest of the I.P is similar to the
love poems of Tom Paxton, Leonard
Cohen, and Richard Farina. "Suzzane,"
not to be confused with the Cohen song,
and "Bag On the Table" are gauntingly
tasteful pieces.
Brockett may well prove to be the
musical find of 1970.
Both the STEAM album and
REMEMBER THE WIND AND THE
RAIN are available at the University
Bookstore.

Photo by Jim f-ieaiei
It was one of those days when a big slurpy
hunk of watermelon and a can of cold pop
just seemed to be right. And you could get

all stickly and nobody would care and your
mouth was happy. Peace.
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OUR LOCAL SUPPORTERS
WISH EVERYBODY A BEAUTIFUL

HOMECOMING WEEKEND ...
PRESIDENT HOLLIS A. MOORE
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